
MyWa®, a cocktail of ‘Work’ & ‘Happiness’*
A hint of Innovation, a touch of business expertise and a zest of kindness!

In addition to the digital business solutions 
focused on Managers (SEJI®) and 
Technicians (Easy For You®), CAMILEIA 
has developed a solution dedicated to 
Employees: MyWa®.

At a time when employee well-being is at 
the heart of the company’s performance, the 
MyWa® mobile application will allow employees 
to access a multitude of services related to 
their workplace via a single interface.
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Digital for all! When work and well-being go hand in hand!

No more multiple accounts, applications 
and passwords to manage and remember. 
MyWa® gives you access to all the 
services of your company via a single 
interface in a secure and mobile way.

Designed and engineered to optimize the user 
experience, our ergonomic solution brings you 
agility, comfort, flexibility and performance.

Gain efficiency with better qualified 
intervention requests, optimize your time 
with MyWa® automated routines, and improve 
communication between the request and the 
management team.

Thanks to this solution, you decompartmentalize 
and promote exchanges, bring conviviality 
and collaborative sharing between 
employees and your company. 

Employees, simplify your daily life!

*My Work + My Happinness = My Wappiness = MyWa®

Managers, value your work!



Whether you are from the Apple tribe (IoS) 
or Google tribe (Android), MyWa® is the 
dynamic, connected, secure and usable 
application at any time from your mobile.

With MyWa®, put Human Relations at the heart of your strategy! 

Adopt the Sharing 
Attitude and publish 
carpooling, service, 

exchange or donation 
announcements

Create and develop your 
network and improve 

your communication in 
project mode

Access the company’s 
collaborative directory 

and easily find the person 
you are looking for

Access the menu  
of the company 

restaurant

Announce visitors  
and personalize  

the welcome

Easily book a vehicle  
in just a few clicks

Become a  
Friendly user  

and share  
a parking space

Book a  
meeting room  

remotely

Express a request  
for intervention  
and evaluate it

9 modules  
at your service

Design, ergonomic and easy to use, the 
MyWa® interface has been designed in a 
scalable way to adapt to all profiles and needs.

‘‘

‘‘

Technical & Services 
Assistance

Meeting & 
Reservation

My Parking Space

ContactBon Appétit

Welcome & Security Fleet Management

My Posts TamTam

Let’s talk practical!


